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Summary
We measured the effect of Patent Blue dye on oxyhaemoglobin saturations after injection into breast tissue: 40

women had anaesthesia for breast surgery maintained with sevoflurane or propofol (20 randomly allocated to each).

Saturations were recorded with a digital pulse oximeter, in arterial blood samples and with a cerebral tissue oximeter

before dye injection and 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 90, 105 and 120 min afterwards. Patent Blue did not decrease

arterial blood oxyhaemoglobin saturation, but it did reduce mean (SD) digital and cerebral oxyhaemoglobin satura-

tions by 1.1 (1.1) % and 6.8 (7.0) %, p < 0.0001 for both. The falsely reduced oximeter readings persisted for at least

2 h. The mean (SD) intra-operative digital pulse oxyhaemoglobin readings were lower with sevoflurane than propo-

fol, 97.8 (1.2) % and 98.8 (1.0) %, respectively, p < 0.0001.
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Introduction
Pulse oximeters typically measure light absorption at

wavelengths of 660 nm and 880 nm. Dyes that absorb

light at similar wavelengths, such as methylene blue,

isosulfan blue and indigo carmine, can falsely decrease

pulse oximeter readings [1, 2]. The measurement of

cerebral regional tissue oxyhaemoglobin saturations

may also be susceptible to dye-induced artefact as they

are based on light absorption at similar wavelengths

[3].

Patent Blue dye is used intra-operatively to help

identify sentinel lymph nodes during breast cancer sur-

gery. It strongly absorbs light between 635 nm and

640 nm [4, 5] and has been reported to interfere with

peripheral pulse oximeters [6–10]. There is no report

that Patent Blue interferes with cerebral tissue oxime-

try. The magnitude and duration of the effects of the

dye on peripheral pulse and cerebral tissue oximetry

has not been quantified. The duration of interference

will be determined largely by the rate at which the dye

is cleared from the systemic circulation. The duration

of action in the cerebral circulation will be determined

additionally by cerebral uptake and release. Sevoflurane

dilates cerebral vessels [11], whereas propofol has little

effect [12] and typically decreases cerebral blood flow.

The choice of anaesthetic technique may thus influence
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the duration of dye-induced artefact in the brain after

Patent Blue administration.

Our primary goal was to determine the effect of

Patent Blue administration on apparent digital arterial

oxyhaemoglobin saturations and cerebral tissue oxy-

haemoglobin saturations. Our secondary goal was to

evaluate differences in oximeter readings in patients

anaesthetised with sevoflurane vs propofol.

Methods
The institutional review board of the University of

Yamanashi approved this study. All patients gave writ-

ten informed consent. We recruited women of ASA

physical status 1–2, having surgery for breast cancer in

which intra-operative Patent Blue might be used.

Women with cerebral disease were not studied. We

prepared opaque envelopes numbered 1–40. Twenty

envelopes were selected at random by number without

replacement, into which we inserted allocations to

sevoflurane. Allocations to propofol were put into the

remaining 20 envelopes. Allocation was revealed just

before induction by opening the envelope.

We secured bilateral near-infrared spectroscopy

sensors (INVOSTM 5100C; Covidien, Dublin, Ireland)

and a bispectral index sensor (BISTM Quatro; Covidien)

to the forehead. We placed a digital pulse oximeter

sensor (LNOP�; Masimo, Irvine, CA, USA) that was

attached to a monitor (MP70; Philips, Boeblingen,

Germany).

After we induced anaesthesia with sevoflurane or

propofol, we aimed to keep the BIS between 40 and

60. We used remifentanil and fentanyl intra-opera-

tively. We inserted a radial arterial catheter after

anaesthesia induction to sample blood. We mechani-

cally ventilated participants’ lungs with 40% oxygen

and 60% nitrogen with the positive end-expiratory

pressure at 4 kPa. We adjusted the minute ventilation

to maintain the arterial carbon dioxide tension

between 4.7 and 6.0 kPa.

The surgeon injected 3 ml Patent Blue 1% into the

participant’s breast. Measurements from the oximeters,

bispectral index, mean arterial blood pressure and

heart rate were recorded at the following times: before

induction of anaesthesia; just after the radial arterial

placement (control); and 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 90,

105 and 120 min after the injection of dye. Arterial

blood was taken to analyse oxyhaemoglobin saturation

and partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide

just after the radial arterial placement (control) and

20, 40, 60, 90 and 120 min after dye injection (ABL

800 Flex monitor; Radiometer Medical, Copenhagen,

Denmark).

We calculated that a sample size of 19 patients per

group was sufficient to detect a 6% change in cerebral

tissue oxyhaemoglobin saturation from the control val-

ues with a power of 0.8 and a < 0.05. Within-group

comparisons of continuous variables were examined

via ANOVA and Dunnett’s post-hoc comparisons.

Between-group differences in pulse and blood oxyhae-

moglobin saturations were analysed using unpaired

t-tests. Between-group differences in cerebral oxyhae-

moglobin saturations were compared with ANOVA and

the Tukey post-hoc test. We considered a p value < 0.05

statistically significant.

Results
Details of participants and operations are in Table 1

and Fig. 1. The mean (SD) time-weighted average

mean-arterial pressure was 69 (14) mmHg in women

given sevoflurane and 68 (12) mmHg in those given

propofol (p = 0.19).

Figures 2 and 3 show the reductions in digital

pulse and cerebral tissue oximeter readings, respec-

tively, after the injection of Patent Blue dye. Arterial

blood oxyhaemoglobin concentrations were unaffected

(Fig. 2). The mean (SD) intra-operative digital pulse

oxyhaemoglobin readings were lower with sevoflurane

(97.8 (1.2) %) than propofol (98.8 (1.0)), p < 0.0001.

The initial mean (SD) absolute fall in oxyhaemoglobin

saturation was 1.5 (0.8) % and 6.1 (6.8) % in the digi-

Table 1 Characteristics of women having surgery for
breast cancer in whom anaesthesia was maintained
with sevoflurane or propofol. Data are mean (SD) or
number.

Sevoflurane
(n = 20)

Propofol
(n = 20)

Age; years 61 (12) 59 (12)
Height; cm 154 (6) 154 (8)
Weight; kg 53 (10) 53 (8)
Breast; right/left 10/10 10/10
Operation time; min 129 (31) 143 (35)
Anaesthetic time; min 211 (45) 212 (37)
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Assessed for eligibility (n = 51)

Excluded (n = 11)
• Not meeting inclusion criteria (n = 9)
• Declined to participate (n = 2)

Randomised (n = 40)

Assigned to sevoflurane (n = 20) Assigned to propofol (n = 20)

Analysed (n = 20) Analysed (n = 20)

Figure 1 CONSORT flow diagram of study participants.
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Figure 2 Mean peripheral oxyhaemoglobin saturation measured by digital oximetry (■) and arterial blood analysis
(●) for women in whom anaesthesia was maintained with (a) sevoflurane or (b) propofol. The digital pulse oxyhae-
moglobin readings at 20, 40 and 60 min in the sevoflurane group were significantly lower than that in the propofol
group. Error bars are SD. Pre-op, before induction of general anaesthesia; Before PB, just before injection of Patent
Blue. *p < 0.01 for digital oximetry vs arterial blood. †p < 0.05, ‡p < 0.01, for sevoflurane vs propofol.
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tal pulse and cerebral oximeters, respectively,

p < 0.0001 for both. The mean (SD) absolute fall in

oxyhaemoglobin saturation throughout the 2 h of sur-

gery was 1.1 (1.1) % and 6.8 (7.0) % in digital pulse

and cerebral oximeters, respectively, p = 0.0001 for

both. The drug used to maintain anaesthesia did not

affect changes in the cerebral tissue oxyhaemoglobin

readings, p = 0.98.

Discussion
We found that the injection of Patent Blue into breast

tissue caused the digital pulse oximeter to under-read

oxyhaemoglobin measurements by about 2% and cere-

bral regional tissue oximeter to under-read oxyhaemo-

globin measurements by about 5%. These changes

persisted for 2 h.

A rapid 2% fall in pulse oximeter reading might

prompt clinicians to intervene to assess ventilatory or

haemodynamic compromise. Patient Blue is widely

used for sentinel lymph node mapping during breast

cancer surgery [13]. Intervention in a small proportion

of women based upon spurious readings could cause

unintended harm.

The simultaneous 5% absolute reduction in cere-

bral tissue oxyhaemoglobin readings was also probably

false and like the pulse oximeter readings did not

resolve over 2 h. The different light wavelengths used

by digital and cerebral oximeters might have caused

the different absolute falls in measured oxyhaemoglo-

bin. Our pulse oximeter used light at 659 nm (red)

and 880 nm (near-infrared), whereas our cerebral oxi-

meter used near-infrared light at 730 nm and 810 nm.

Patent Blue has a peak absorption at 635–640 nm [4,

5], but continues to 730 nm, a frequency that is

mainly absorbed by deoxygenated rather than oxygen-

ated haemoglobin [14]. Therefore, the cerebral oxime-

ter might read the dye as increased concentration of

deoxygenated haemoglobin.

Pulse oximeter readings fall 30 s after an intrave-

nous injection of Patent Blue [10]. After breast tissue

injection it took 10–15 min for oximeter readings to

fall in our patients, which is consistent with the time

taken for intra-dermally injected drugs to enter the cir-

culation. The duration that pulse oximeter readings

were depressed is consistent with previous reports

[5, 8, 15]. The greater and more prolonged depression
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Figure 3 Mean tissue oxyhaemoglobin saturations in the right (■) and left (●) cerebral hemispheres for women in
whom anaesthesia was maintained with (a) sevoflurane or (b) propofol. Error bars are SD. Values after injection of
Patent Blue were significantly less than before, p < 0.01. Pre-op, before induction of general anaesthesia; Before PB,
just before injection of Patent Blue.
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of cerebral oxyhaemoglobin readings presumably

reflects the kinetics of Patent Blue dye in each location.

For example, the dye may be stored in brain tissues

for a long time, and only slowly released into the cere-

bral venous system.

Sevoflurane is a potent cause of cerebral vasodilation

[11] that is usually accompanied by increased cerebral

blood flow [16]. On the other hand, propofol has no

direct effect on cerebral vessels [12] and its administra-

tion is usually accompanied by decreased cerebral blood

flow [17]. We thus speculated that Patent Blue would

wash out faster with anaesthesia maintained by sevoflu-

rane than propofol. However, the changes in cerebral

oxyhaemoglobin values were similar with both drugs to

the time we discontinued measurements.

Venous blood contributes about 75% of the signal

that our cerebral monitor used to determine cerebral

oxyhaemoglobin concentration. Our results might not

be applicable to cerebral oximeters that use other wave-

lengths and different algorithms: for example, the

NIRO-200NX (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu,

Japan) uses three wavelengths at 735 nm, 810 nm and

850 nm.

In conclusion, infiltration of Patent Blue into

breast tissue caused a false 2% reduction in peripheral

oxyhaemoglobin saturation and a 5% reduction in

cerebral oxyhaemoglobin saturation for at least 2 h.

These changes were similar for anaesthesia maintained

with propofol or sevoflurane.
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